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We are opp&e;f%'&LGandE rate increase at this time. &p&nary objection is that we have 
not been told why it is needed and where the money is going. 

Natural Gas. On our own residential gas bills, we assume the gas supply component includes 
only the direct commodity cost of the gas and transportation to the city gate. With this cost as the 
cost of base material, the customer charge, gas distribution charge, residential DSM, and energy 
assistance charges have amounted to an average annual markup of 28.4 percent over the past five 
Y-. 

While these items account for the markup, they are not what we need to see and know. #at we 
need to see is how this markup is allocated to direct system operating labor cost, indirect material 
and labor cost for system maintenance, salary and administrative cost as an indication of 
management efficiency, and how much is going to the foreign owners of our infwtmcture as 
profit and return on investment. 

Show the customers of this regulated monopoly that it is being run in a lean and efficient 
manner. And, that the regulators are not allowing this monopoly to impose more financial burden 
on them for more waste, inefficiency, and un-wananted profit to it's foreign based owners. 

ElecbicEh.. The items on our residential electric bills are customer charge, energy charge, fuel 
adjustment, demand side management, environmental surcharge, merger surcredit, and energy 
assistance. Fascinating. 

What we want to see is d i t  material cost (fuel, water, chemicals) to produce the electricity, 
direct labor, indirect labor and material for maintenance, reserves for system replacement. As 
with the gas, what are the salary and adminishative costs and are they being constmined in l i e  
with what the customm are experiencing in today's situation. And, just bow much of our money 
is going to pmfit for the owners. 

On a personal note, while we understand the effects of a severe community storm, how much of 
our money is going to be spent to stop the all too liequent interruptions of our household and 
street light power systems &om minor wind gusts and weather conditions. And, finally, some of 
that money needs to be spent to replace the sorry automated trouble reporting system with a 
human supplement during normal times to allow customers some indication of how long the 
latest interruption of their households is going to last 


